HARD ROAD (FIGHT CARD)

Atlantic City, 1957Professional boxers
Roberto Varga and Michael Boyle were
once pals growing up at St. Vincents
Asylum for Boys in Chicago. Under the
guidance of Father Tim, the fighting priest,
they learned values, respect, responsibility,
and how to fight fair. But those lessons
didnt stick with Boyle. Two years after
leaving St. Vincents, Boyle and Varga
face-off in the ring with Boyle pounding
out a bloody, lopsided decision, Varga
swore wasnt on the up and up.In the seven
years since, their careers have taken
different paths. Guided by unscrupulous
manager Tommy Domino, Boyle is
positioned for a title shot against Sugar
Ray Robinson.
Varga, however, has
struggled in a career still haunted by the
bloody loss to Boyle. When the boxer
scheduled to fight Boyle in Atlantic City
breaks his hand two weeks before the fight,
Domino scrambles for a replacement. He
finds Varga toiling in a Philadelphia gym
and offers him the rematch Varga has been
waiting years to get. For Varga, its a
chance to finally even the score, a chance
to get the title shot hes always dreamed
about.
But Boyle is not the only
formidable
foe
aligned
against
Varga.Redemption comes at a bloody price
a price perhaps too high for Varga to pay
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